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 Ljuslaboratoriet
- Lecture notes from the past few months

As Jan stated [pg. 1], new ideas can only develop from uncertainty, and if 
anything, I was uncertain of how and if my wishes [pg. 28] could ever be 
turned into an actual luminaire.

It has been my most interesting project with light so far, as I got to dig 
into how we humans might interact with light, and venture onto subjects 
that there is currently not much information about.

The interaction between light and humans is something I will defi nitely 
be digging deeper into many times again, but for now, you can read the 
essence of what the current project ended up into, below.

“As you touch the Mood luminaire, it greets you with a 
color appropriate to your current mood. To suit, or to 
endorse positive change.

Drawing inspiration from the mood ring and color 
psychology, it measures your hand temperature, 
and might shine a relaxing blue light on the eve of 
a stressful day, or a bright purple when you are in a 
happy party mood.

Whether used to create pleasant atmospheres, as a bio 
feedback device, or as a playful object to gather around, 
the Mood luminaire becomes an interestingly unusual 
object in any home.“

The Mood Luminaire   [p14, image has been edited by authour]
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Why a new Luminaire?
We started the luminaire design course be discussing why we need 
new luminaires, and what qualities in those wight be desirable.

Natalie Bell showed that asking diff erent people gives many 
reasons for continuing to develop luminaires, ranging from 
making best use of new technology for energy effi  cient and 
healthy lighting and fi nding light levels and colors that feel 
comfortable to people, to making lights that can provide both good 
mood lighting and task lighting when they are needed.

Rodrigo Muro mentioned that we need to stop retrofi tting and 
use the opportunities new lightsources come with. As you will 
read later on (pg. XXX ), this discussion is not new, already back 
when the incandescent bulb widely replaced the candle, whether 
the new lamps should be put into crystal chandeliers designed for 
candles or not was debated.

Federico Favero described a bit of a diff erent approach to new 
luminaires, stating that their aim should be Imagination, Beauty, 
and Love. He then showed several inspiring examples of what 
can be done with lighting today, including pillows that light up 
imitating a sunrise when it is time to wake up, the Valkee brain 
stimulation headset that increases energy by leading sunlight 
into ones ears, and glasses with blue LEDs used to alter the users 
circadian rhythm. 

My favourite project shown was the Albero installation by 
Alessandro Lupi, seen on the right.  There is no lightsource in the 
room, instead the “shadow” is created by fl uorescent paint on the 
wall around it. Sunlight coming through the skylight during the 
day loads the paint with energy, which then glows as night falls.

Jan Ejhed - Connections
Jan started talking about how we interpret things, and fi nd inspiration. He mentioned how the shape 
and shadow of a folded, red, theatre curtain had once reminded him of a forest, which became the 
inspiration for the lighting of the theatre, and talked about that a few clues and marks of a familiar 
object often make a stronger impression on us than a fully realistic representation, as our mind 
struggles to fi ll in the missing pieces.

Further on the discussion came to be bout what is real and what is not. On, for me, chocking 
notion was the Le Corbusiers Le Modular of human proportions as actually not as perfect as we are 
thought to believe. Le Corbusiers started with statistical measurements of the general Great British 
population, but when those did not completely work with his ideas, he mixed them with statistical 
measurements of Bobbies, a group of people who are taller than the general person.

A more known, and widely disliked, fake is the use of plastic instead of wood. This imitating practice 
has long been looked down on, but today the imitation is so good that we often accept it as real for 
quite some time before realizing what we actually have in front of us and becoming disappointed. 
Often we make sure to check the realness of materials by touch, this being the reason for many 
people disliking plastic “wooden” fl oors, but not making any distinction between real wood and 
laminate. With this view, one would have to considered plastic made to also feel like wood, to not be 
fake any more.

Another take on the real/fake dilemma is claiming that every material should be used enhancing 
its inherent qualities, and not trying to imitate any other. Here the problem with plastic becomes 
that its main inherent qualities are that it is able to imitate other materials while providing better 
structural properties. And also, what do we do with wood that does not feel like “normal” wood, and 
rocks that weight a tenth of what they should, like the volcanic pumice of Australia?

This discussion can be drawn much further, but keeps getting back to the fact that the realness of 
objects and materials is rather circumstantial than universal. This might seem odd at fi rst, but is 
worth remembering as you walk down Norr Mälarstrand. The lush, green, walk might seem to be one 
of those last untouched, natural, spaces within the city, but is actually a park, planned and planted to 
the very last detail in the 1940ies.

Pumice rock, Undara, Australia  [p1]Albero, installation by Alessandro Lupi, 2009  [p5]
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Seminar, Interaction
So, it was time for one of those philosophical discussions. In front of us we had several small objects, and we were asked to decide on which ones we 
believed to be interactive. Several objects, including games like lego, and lights that are switched on manually, were picked, but then we were shown the 
following defi nitions ;

Reaction:
1. A reverse movement or tendency; an action in a reverse direction or manner.  [1]

2. An action in response to some infl uence or event.  [1]

 

Interaction:
1. It is a kind of action that occurs as two or more actors have an eff ect on another. The idea of a two-way eff ect is essential in the concept of interaction, 
as opposed to a one-way cased eff ect. (..) Every action has a consequence.  [2]

2. Interaction arises because a person is able dynamically to aff ect the input and output criteria and how they are processed. (..) It is the constructional 
notion that is lost when we are content to call interactive those things that are merely reactive.  [3]

Knowing this, whether lego or even presence detective lights can be called interactive. I had previously thought of interactive objects as simply 
something that reacts to our actions in some way, but knowing that to be incorrect it became much harder to defi ne what actually is interactive.

Humans are interactive of course, what we say to someone will always trigger some sort of response, that we can never fully predict. Other animals are 
interactive as well due to the same defi nition, minus the talking. Gardening can be seen as an interactive activity, we tend for the plants hoping they 
will grow, if we forget they die, but even doing everything correct does not guarantee success. I would like to claim that all living things are in fact 
interactive.

Apart from those though, we had a very hard time to fi nd something that can be considered to be truly interactive. Computer games that adapt to skills 
and actions of the user, and provide information that the user needs to adapt to were discussed, but those will seem interactive due to uncertainty 
merely because the user is not aware of exactly how the game is designed. That knowledge would make consequences of ones actions predictable, and 
thus remove the interactive element. If some amount of chance is incorporated however, even the game developer himself will not be able to tell exactly 
how the game will respond at a specifi c moment.

 I now defi ne interaction as consecutive actions on at least two parts, that aff ect each other, and where neither the eff ect or response action can be 
undoubtedly determined in advance be the other part.

Matti Klinell - Inspiration
Matti talked about the importance of understanding that similar processes can work very diff erently in diff erent parts of the world. In China you can 
get most things done over night, in Sweden luminaires put on the market get a limited time to get popular or be discontinued while in souther parts of 
Europe they might very will be saved in the catalogue until someone decides to order them, possibly years later.

Mattis glass birds for Nuutajärvi  [p6]

He also talked about that if one believes in an idea, it is probably worth holding on to, it might 
just need to fi nd its right time and place. Also it is always about not giving up, he mentioned 
that he has started proposing the same idea twice, so far it has worked 1 out of 4 times, and 
25% odds are defi nitely worth trying for.

Below are some small storage boxes Matti designed for Nuutajärvi in Finland. Nuutajärvi has a 
long tradition of making glass birds, and when he was asked to design a new line for them, he 
decided to do his on take on it .
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Federico Favero - History 1
Fire was a central part of every home until the 1860ies, when gas lamps came into use. In the 
second half of the 19th century, experiments with incandescent lighting and arch lighting 
were run simultaneously. During the same period, Nicola Tesla was also experimenting with 
transporting electricity through air. Wires became the prevailing solution, and today we are only 
starting to be able to use small amounts of wireless electricity, it is interesting to imagine what 
the world would look like today if Teslas experiments had continued back in the 1800s.

Edison patented his lamp back in 1879, this lamp had a carbon fi lament, and thus not much in 
common with the incandescent bulbs we know today. The feature that made the lamp popular 
and wide spread was not actually the light itself, but the screw it was designed with, an element 
very appropriate for its function. Most home lighting still uses the E27 or E14 screws today.

In the beginning of the 20th century, illuminations of important buildings were held as events 
that drew people living even several hours away. Palais  de l’Electcicité hosted many famous 
illuminations, and visitors often described it as night turning into day by electric light.

There were many experiments carried out during the 20th century with the aim of solving 
everyday problems, the Luxo L1 light was a very successful one. Due to the arm of the lamp that 
provides easy directioning, it is still the most sold luminaire ever today.   

Palais de l’Electricité, 1900  [p7] Luxo L1, 1937   [p7]

Federico Favero - History 2
Several diff erent way to produce light were developed in the beginning of the 20th 
century, but in private homes it would take almost another hundred years until the 
incandescent bulb with its tungsten fi lament got any real competition.

The PH lamps were designed by Poul Henningsen to address the issues he considered the 
tungsten fi lament lamp to have, compared to candle light and that from carbon fi lament 
lamps. Ironically, those issues are much the same as we complain about when it comes to 
LEDs today; the light is too cold, and too glary.

It is hard to imagine that the tungsten fi lament bulb was once considered to give a harsh, 
cold, light, this goes to show that many of our needs and preferences are not at all as static 
as me often believe.

The fi rst PH lamp came out in 1925 and was made in brass. Its four refl ectors were 
carefully constructed to maximize the light output downwards on the intended surface, 
while making sure that one could not look straight into the light bulb from any direction. 
The brass also tinted the light, giving it a warmer color. 

While the fi rst PH lamp was a bit of a industrial looking frankenstein, a more refi ned, 
fl owerlike, version was made the following year. This lamp was made in opal glass, but 
the idea of tinting the light was preserved with the refl ectors having warm colors on the 
inside.

Diff erent types of refl ectors  [p7]

Incandescence

400000 BC -  Fire

70000 BC - First animal fat lamps

3000 BC - Stone oil lamps

700 BC - Terracotta oil lamps

400 (widespread from 1300s) - Candle

1400s - Serlio, fi rst optical devices in theatre

1600s - Footlights in theatre, France and GB

1792 - William Murdoch, coal gas lighting

1780 - Argand Lamp

1803 - Gas light installation in Pall Mall, London

1885 - Gas Mantle, Carl Wesbach

1663 - Otto von Guericke, electrostatic light

1709 - Francis Haucksbee, proto neon

1800s - Sir Francis Davy experiments

1809 Davy’s exp. with arc lighting

1830 - 1900 development of arc lighting

1840 - W.Grove, platinum wire

1845 - Staite’s exp. on incandescence

1846 - Starr’s exp. with vacuum

1848 - 1878 - Swans exp. with carbonized paper

Sep1879 - Edison’s fi rst patent on his lamp

1910 - William Coolidge’s tungsten fi lament

1913 - Langmuir’s (GE) Gas fi lled lamp (Argon)

1937 - PAR lamp (Pressed glass refl ector)

Neon

1709 - F.Haucksbee proto-neon, mercury based

1898 - Discovery of Neon

1910 - George Claude’s neon tubes

1915 - First Neon patent

1925 - Blue (Argon + Mercury) tubes available in GB

Fluorescence

1901 - Peter Cooper Hewitt, Mercury vapour lamp

1927 - Edmund Germer patented fl uorescent tube

1940s - First industrial applications of T12 Tubes, USA

1973 - GE’s CFL

1994 - Philips TL

Discharge lamps

1901 - Peter Cooper Hewitt, Mercury vapour lamp

1932 - Low Pressure Sodium - First installation in the

            Netherlands and England

1934 - High pressure Mercury lamps

1960 - Metal Halides

1966 - High Pressure Sodium

1969 - Mercury Medium Arc Iodides - HMI/ HTI Osram

1990s - Metal Halides Ceramic burner

1994 - Sulphur lamp

PH Lamps  [p7]
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Jan Ejhed - History 3
In the 1970is, Poul Henningsens ideas about creating glare-free light with specifi c light colors were considered quite inconsequential. This was the time 
of the design boom, where objects were no longer designed mainly to perform a function, or follow a specifi c style, but varied with the form itself as 
the important element. As for lighting, it was believed that brightness would solve all problems.

Many interesting lamps were constructed through experiments in the 1960ies and 70ies, including the Lava Lamp and the Iq lamp, the later of which 
incorporated what we today call the “Ikea concept”; The lamp arrives in a fl at package and is easily assembled on location. Jan emphasized how this 
kind of detail solutions can not be perfected by sketching, but only by testing in prototypes.

 Jan also mentioned that the lava lamp from 1962 was far from the fi rst example of working with colored light. While we see colored light as typical for 
the 21st century due to the widespread rgb LEDs, colored light has been produced through diff erent fi lters even long before Poul Henningsen decided 
to tint the light output of the PH lamp (pg. 11).

 [p8] [p8]

Rodrigo Muro - History 4
In the 1980ies technology became available to everyone in a 
large scale, it was also a time when the overdecorating of objects 
started to be questioned. Dieter Rams defi ned 10 principles for 
good design, as follows (design should be);

1. INNOVATIVE: Technological development is always off ering 
new opportunities for innovative design.
2. USEFUL: It has to satisfy certain criteria, not only functional, 
but also psychological and aesthetic.
3. AESTHETIC: products we use every day aff ect our person and 
our well-being.
4. UNDERSTANDABLE: It clarifi es the product’s structure. At 
best, it is self-explanatory
5. UNOBTRUSIVE: Products fulfi lling a purpose are like tools. 
They are neither decorative objects nor works of art.
6. HONEST: It does not attempt to manipulate the consumer 
with promises that cannot be kept.
7. LONG-LASTING: It avoids being fashionable and therefore 
never appears antiquated.
8. THOROUGH, DOWN TO THE LAST DETAIL: Nothing must be 
arbitrary or left to chance.
9. ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY: Design makes an important 
contribution to the preservation of the environment.
10. LITTLE DESIGN AS POSSIBLE: Less, but better – because it 
concentrates on the essential aspects, and the products
are not burdened with non-essentials.

The touch tronic lamp by Ingo Maurer was one of the fi rst 
luminaires to be switched on and off , and dimmed, by touching 
it. It is an early example of experiments on human interaction 
with light. Rodrigo mentioned that, if ever in Munich, we should 
visit Ingo Mourers offi  ce to experience the massive mess that in 
exhibits due to the experimental nature of their work.        Touch tronic lamp, “One from the heart” by Ingo Maurer, 1989   [p9]
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Federico Favero - Production Methods
Any shape can be produced today, the questions for production are;

What’s the quantity?

At what cost?

What is the level of detail required?

We are moving towards a design revolution as complex shapes become easier to produce. Already today, a simple 3D printer can be bought for 2800 
$, equivalent to what a paper printer coasted just a few decades ago. While 3D printing is perfect for prototyping, there are many methods to choose 
between for fi nal production, a few can be seen below.

Peter Sillén - Buissnes Plan
The market is a typical place where survival of the fi ttest applies. Even the best products can survive the of time only if they are adapted to constantly 
changing conditions. 

Tim Harford writes about the “fi tness landscape” in his book “Adapt”, which applies to the market just like it does to evolutionary biology. The 
landscape consists of high peaks and low valleys, with slops of very varying steepness in between. Each possible product exist within the landscape, 
and while some are slowly improved, climbing up a hill step by step, for others a minimal change might make the diff erence between success and 
complete failure.

But as the landscape is constantly changing, there is a constant race to stay on top, while ideas that were earlier disregarded as failures might suddenly 
become interesting in a new light. Thus, as Matti Klinell mentioned [pg. 9], even ideas that are currently not persuable are worth holding on to for the 
future. Grit, stubborn passion, and learning how to fail and still keep trying are all essential to succeeding with any idea.

When planing to put a product on the market, it is a good idea to do a SWOT analysis, to know what one can expect. It is however important to 
remember that one should be aiming at handling threats and weaknesses, not trying to eliminate them.

A typical SWOT analysis asks the following questions; 

• Which are our strengths? Can we improve on them?

• Which are our weaknesses? Can we improve them?

• Which opportunities exist in the market? Can we use them? How?

• Which threats are there to our business? How do we anticipate and handle them? How do we adapt to changes in our environment?

The SWOT analysis can often be a starting point in creating a business plan, which should consider those fi ve categories;

• Strategy & plan

• Entrepreneurship & leadership

• Client relation and marketing

• Business model

• Finances

Sand casting   [p7] Cutting, punching, bending  
(Tooling machines)     [p7]

Metal spinning
[p7]

Vacuum moulding   [p7]

Extrusion   [p7]

Bending   [p7] Metal pressing   
[p7]

Rotational moulding   [p7]

Plastic blowing   [p7]

Laser cutting   [p7] Plasma cutting   
[p7]
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Jonathan Meineke - The Martin perspective on lighting fi xture design
Jonathan told us that Martins main selling point is the color calibration of 
their fi xtures. As LEDs, even with very narrow binning, will have slight color 
variations, they have a machine that measures and calibrates each fi xture to 
shine in the exact same, desired way.

Further he talked about the diff erences between color mixing with rgb 
(additive) and cmyk (subtractive with colored fl ags in front of white light). 
While rgb provides a stronger light output, it is not able to hit quite all colors 
that cam by achieved with cmyk.

With rgb LEDs fi xtures can be made with single or multi chip technology. In 
single chip fi xtures the colors are mixed behind the optics, which avoids color 
separation. Because of that advantage, multi chip fi xtures, as seen below, are 
mostly used for narrow beam angles, which are hard to achieve with a singe 
chip at high light intensity.
 

[p1][p1]

Svante Granqvist - Arduino 
When we started the Arduino exercise with Svante it 
did not take long to understand the basics of how to 
connect and program the LEDs with the resistors and 
the Arduino board. The main thin to remember is that 
the long leg of the LED is always + and that the resistor 
goes on the + side of the LED within the circuit.

But the construction was not working, not only ours, 
everyone’s. Well actually, it was, we realized half an 
hour later when Svante, after much fruitless rewiring 
and reprogramming, checked the cover of the LED 
package. We had gotten IR LEDs. This goes to show that 
in electronics, one needs to consider even those things 
that do not seem very important, while it could not 
matter less what color of LEDs we got for the exercise, 
IR ones would not do.

Kristoff er Sjöberg has explained to me why LEDs 
always need a resistor, an LED requiring 5V can not 
simply be run on a 5V battery. This is because the 
current will always vary slightly, and as the LED turns 
on and of at an exact break, one would have to be lucky 
for it to be on. Instead, an oversupply of power is made 
available, and the resistor takes care of the access. 

PWM, pulse width modulation, is a common method 
to dim LEDs. The current is then switched on and off  a 
very fast rate, and the smaller percentage of time that 
the LED is lit, the lower we perceive its brightness.

Simple LED circuit  [p10]

LED construction  [p11]
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Study trip
During our study trip to Skåne and Småland, we visited Kosta Boda 
lass factory, Designarkivet, and two luminaire manufacturers. The 
luminaire companies were Örrsjö Armaturfabrik (top 2 pictures 
on the right [p1]), that has about 20 employees, and a mid-sized 
company called Ateljé Lyktan (bottom 2 pictures on the right [p1]).

What surprised me the most when visiting the luminaire 
manufacturers, was how much work is done by hand. Although 
Ateljé Lyktan has a machine line for powder coating, and several 
tooling machines, all the electrical wiring is done manually by 
their employees. To protect LEDs from static electricity, they 
wear special bracelets while mounting them. One big diff erence 
between Lyktan and Örrsjö, is that at Lyktan a lot of design is made 
in-house at their design studio inside the factory, while Örrsjö 
works with diff erent external designers to let each project obtain 
its own identity. 

It was fun to watch glass being made at Kosta Boda and see a few 
of the sketches and objects available at Designarkivet in Nybo. It 
is amazing how much stuff  is available at Designarkivet, it is the 
perfect place to do research about design topics that might be hard 
to fi nd information about online.

Cute spider at Ateljé Lyktan  [p1]Glass owl by Ludvig Löfgren at Kosta Boda  [p1] Scetches at Designarkivet  [p1]
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Small Tasks
- Focusing on diff erent aspects of light 

Gas fi lled micro spheres in a bottle  [p1]Glass imprinted with 3D laser technology.  [p1]

Study visit to the Material Library
Just like Designarkivet, the Material library in Älvsjö is an 
amazing resource for research. Here we were able to browse 
through all kinds of as well common as very odd materials.

They have some beautiful examples of glass that has been 
imprinted with 3D lasers. In this technique several lasers are 
used, and a reaction in the glass is only obtained once they 
cross. Through that, detailed 3D patterns cam be printed 
inside the glass.

Another very cool material we found were gas fi lled micro 
spheres. The bottle I am holding on the picture below has a 
wight that can not be distinguished from that of an empty 
bottle. The spheres can be used for many diff erent things, for 
example they can be mixed into concrete to make it lighter. It 
would also be very much possible to make toys out of them, as 
it was quite mesmerizing to watch them twirl around inside 
the bottle as soon as I turned or shook it the slightest bit.
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Nightlife
Katja Tsychkova & Yaroslav Paslavskiy, Sun - Moon - Earth - task, ALD 2012 - 03 - 29 

As we watch the moon in the night we can see its structure and perceive it as a bright light. In the day however, if we are able to catch a glimpse of it, 
it is washed out and faint due to the strong surrounding light. Similarly, our luminaire both shines on the surface underneath, and gives of a soft glow 
from its top in daylight, but it is in the dark that it comes alive and reveals its full character.

If one takes the time to go for a closer look inside the lamp, a hidden reward is found in an eye-catching and everchanging play of colors. Like with the 
moon, the appearance of this light is dependant on as well the position of the luminaire, as the viewing angle.

rystal handelier
- old Medal Luminaire

Katja Tsychkova
2012-03-21

Crystal Chandelier
- Gold Medal Luminaire
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A Passive Infrared sensor, often referred to as a PIR sensor, is an electronic device 
that measures infrared radiation emitted from objects in its fi eld of view.  As all 
objects above absolute zero radiate, the sensor can pick up movement past it, as the 
fl ow of energy changes. A passive sensor does not emit any energy, but merely notes 
the incoming radiation. 

When an infra-red sensor is used to control other electronics, the output 
signal is calibrated to a specifi c IR spectrum. In this way, accurate temperature 
measurements may be obtained remotely. A sensor that has not been calibrated 
can still pick up changes in IR radiation, but will not be able to tell the actual 
temperature.

PIR sensors can be used in motion detectors, motion is then defi ned as a quick 
change in IR radiation. This is the reason for lights, that are controlled by a motion 
detector, sometimes turning off  when there are still people in the room if they are 
sitting still. 

The Melexis MLX90614 sensor is a typical example of an PIR sensor used in small 
electronic devices. It is calibrated to meassure temperatures between -70 and +385°C, 
but has its highest accuracy (of 0.5°C) between +/-0 and 50°C. 

Melexis MLX90614 IR sensor   [p4]

Infra-red SensorHow to construct a parabolic refl ector

[p16][p16]

[p15][p15]
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The Mood Luminaire
- Turning a dream into reality

Recycle - Reuse task; Plexiglas

When choosing to dig deeper into the environmental aspects of of one 
material used in out luminaire, I chose to look as plexiglass. It interests 
me because it is a material that is both completly transperant and 
extremely durable, and is used in many diff erent applications.

I went to Akriform in Sollentuna, to talk with Roland Lundh about how 
they work with resycling the material, and also had a look around their 
workshops.

Roland told me that about 80% of the glass they use to manufacture 
products is PMMA. The benifi ts of this material are that new PMMA of 
perfect quality can be produced from only recycled material (unlike 
with glass, where only a small percentage of recycled glass can be added 
into new meltings), and that scratches can be melted away by heating 
up the material. 

The second most common material used is PET, which can endure much 
mote bending than PMMA before it breaks. Producing PET has less 
impact on the environment than producing new PMMA, however, the 
material is not resyclable today.

What I found most interesting about the resycleing of PMMA is that 
Akriform actually sells their waste material to a company that resycles 
it. Regardelss of the price, this means that there is a market value in the 
resycling of PMMA, unlike with many other materials where companies 
have to pay themselves to have their waste taken care of.

[p17]
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A new Luminaire - concept A new Luminaire - starting to fi gure it out

I wrote the above text pretty much exactly seven months ago, as my very 
fi rst task at the lighting laboratory. That short time ago, most of what I 
knew about light was in my imagination, and I was writing about a dream. 

At that point, actual development of such a luminaire seemed like since 
fi ction to me. Knowing a lot more about light today, I am still far from 
clear on how such a light would work whether practically, technically, or 
actually even conceptually.

Crystal clear is, however, that I can not wait any longer to at the very least 
try to create it. So here goes.

Further, I believe that there are four 
parts of my luminaire that need to be 
fi gured out; 

The Design 

The Light 

The Color- Temperature-Mood connection

The Construction

I will expand on those four on the next 
few pages, but fi rst, I have chosen to 
make a mood board of the associations 
I intuitively draw from fi re. 

As I have already decided on creating 
an atmospheric luminaire rather than 
a task light, I have focused on the 
emotional, rather than the practical, 
qualities of fi re.

So, how do I go about creating such a light? First of all, I have decided straight off  that it will be an atmospheric luminaire for indoor use. 

Atmospheric because, it is the mesmerizing, mood creating, qualities of fi re that I want to work with, the luminaire should make one feel something. 

The choice of designing it for an indoor environment comes from that, while I have been playing around with the idea in my mind for the past months, 
I have started to see it kind of like an indoor equivalent to a small camp fi re.

“As my favourite light I imagine one that is “alive”, swaying 
with the tiniest gust of wind, like the open fl ame of a candle.

Reminiscing of the safety of the campfi re it will provide 
further comfort by changing its color appropriate to one’s 
mood - to suit or to endorse positive change. “ [Light and Humans workbook, pg. 5]

[p1] [p1]
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Project time plan

The Design The Light The Color-Temp-Mood C. The Construction Other

w 13 - Sun - Moon -Earth task - Play with Arduino to 
understand what it can do

Develop the concept

w 14 Ask people about their 
associations to fi re.

Tests with varying (not 
fl ickering!) light intensity

Order mood rings Research what I need for 
the construction.

Make time plan

w 15 Analyse the fi re 
associations, and decide 
on  the look of the 
luminaire.

Analyse what I want the 
light output to be like.

Test what temperature the 
colors of the ring 
symbolize.
Research what hand 
temperature the colors of 
the lamp should relate to.

Decide on and order all 
Arduino parts,
make sure that none have 
a delivery time of more 
than two weeks

Mid-term presentation

w 16 - - - - Frankfurt! Get inspiration

w 17 Rethink the design of the 
luminaire, build simple 
cardboard prototype, 
fi nalize the shape.

Refl ector task at school, 
use as starting point for a 
refl ector that gives a 
mesmerizing eff ect.

Decide on what 
temperature what color 
will symbolize.

Build and program 
Arduino, use that for the 
Mechanism task.

-

w 18 Build!! Build!!
(Refl ector + diff user)

Test that the color changes 
work well.

Hijack Svante Granqvist 
and fi gure out everything 
that might be unclear 
about the Arduino 
construction.

Study visit thur-fri

w 19 Build!! Build!! Final testing Fit into the construction Recycle/Reuse task

w 20 Final Testing Final Testing - Final Testing Away in Malmö thur-sun
Business plan task

w 21 Final Touches Final Touches Final Touches Final Touches Presentation material

w 22 - - - - Presentation + Exhibition

The Light - fi rst tests and thoughts
How do I create the feeling of fi re? That mesmerizing glittering, and everchanging character. Both 
previous experiences with fl ickering electric lights, and initial tests, suggest that copying the fl ickering 
of a candle straight of feels kitsch and annoying. I do however want to work with changing lights, to 
preserve the feeling of presence that is often experienced  around fl ames.

Through tests with varying the light intensity I have found that it is important that the light should vary 
fairly slow (compare to that of a real fi re), and in a seemingly random way, to provide a comfortable and 
natural feeling.

Further, I want to create glimmering sparkles within the luminaire, that one can stare at, letting ones 
imagination run wild, like one would often do while looking at fl ames.

The inside of our light tube from the 
sun-moon-earth project, sparkling 
in a bit of the same way as I want my 
luminaire to do.   [p1]

The Construction - conceptual design

My fi rst look at Arduino.   [p1]

To allow the light of 
the luminaire to be 
determined by hand-
temperature, I have 
decided to build the 
technical interior of 
the it with Arduino, 
as it supposed to be 
one of the easiest 
electronic systems 
available that can 
handle programming 
LEDs according to 
input from diff erent 
sensors.

First technical sketch.   [p1]
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The Design - considerations

How should a luminaire symbolizing fi re look? Feel? Before trying to answer those questions, I decided to listen also to other impressions of fi re 
than my own. The above text was therefore posted on Facebook Monday 2/4 - 2012, and has been intentionally written to get people to focus on the 
emotional, and positive, qualities of fi re. The thoughts and answers received, can be seen to the right, color coded where they refer to aspects I have 
also thought about.  

“What do you think, feel, when you hear the word fi re? It can be the tiny fl ame of a candle, or a huge campfi re surrounded by 
people.
 
What do you like about it? What is your favourite memory around fl ames?
 
Please, take the time to write a few words, or as much as you like, on the wall here describing what qualities of fi re you 
appreciate.”  [Facebook, 2012-04-02]

[p3]

Scandinavias long hours of dusk with soft blue light gives 
nice contrast to the warmth of a candle

Fire in the form of a candle is serenity and calmness

Fire is someplace to gather and share warmth and stories

Softest material , I enjoy to be hypnotized with it.

Fire is a symbol of all nights with guitar, 
songs and a couple of bottles with alcohol

Fire is the core of my being. 
My soul burns bright and 
warm, and the fuel never 
seems to end for me.

The candle-lights glare in your eyes 
at sunset. The devastating force of the 
fi restorm. Life, death and a Phoenix bird 
that rises from the ashes. A beginning 
and an end. A warm friend and a furious 
enemy.

When I think of Fire I think of the 
lovely times around the campfi re 
Larps in Västerås. So many ppl 
coming together to seek warmth 
and company.

Furious photons!

Fire is completely mesmerizing, no idea why though.

Here’s a thought for the campfi re! 
Why is everyone focusing so much 
on what divides us when it’s much 
more that unites us ...?

First that come to my mind when I think about fi re is 
“energy” and “power”.

Then when it comes to fi re, I just love to look into a fi re 
almost whatever that is burning and just watch the 
fl ames. Not sure what I think about then, just watching 
the fl ames is enough to stop thinking.

I use the word fi re to describe my inner motivational power. when 
my inner fi re is lit then I can be sure my body and spirit are alive. 
This fi re is turbulently exited beyond self comprehension, it feeds 
off  the immediately surrounding energy (oxygen and fuel), glar-
ing upwards to the heavens asking to grow bigger.
 
A dance of energy, pure and light, showing off  its beauty with 
fi erce colours to blind you, catch your attention. In your hypnotic 
state you may notice the fi re saying “be the dance that I am!”

The color & smell of fi re. 
Colors of sunshine, orange, 
yellow, simmering reds. 
Smell of long African nights 
with family; grandpa & 
grandma narrating tales 
around the fi re. Warmth, 
laughter, dance, love, 
connectedness (fellowship).

[p1]
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The Design - analysis and decisions

As seen on the last spread, fi re can symbolize diff erent 
things, and often so at the same time. It can comfort and 
excite, be a source of both inspiration and relaxation, and 
bring people together at the same time as it makes them 
sink into their deepest imagination.

One of the two aspects, that quite obviously comes through 
as important when looking at the comments on fi re on the 
previous page, is the mesmerizing eff ect of fl ames. I have 
already mentioned this quality several times,  and see it as 
very important that my luminaire not only spreads light 
out into the room, but also provides a shimmering play of 
light inside it.

The other, possibly even more obvious, quality of fi re the 
people appreciate is the possibility to gather around it. 
We sit around campfi res, and put candles in the middle of 
tables, not bothering about that the glaring light makes it 
harder to distinguish the people on the other side. I want 
to pick up on this, and create not only a luminaire, but 
an object to gather around. Therefore, the luminaire will 
have the shape of a small table, big enough to put a few 
drinks on, and small enough to create a cosy atmosphere as 
people squeeze up around it.

A third thing that is important for me in the design, is 
how much we like to be close to fi re. With nothing actually 
burning in this case, you can get as close as you want and 
actually hug it. To emphasise this feeling, I have chosen to 
work with wood, as it is a warm and natural material. Also, 
the start button will be elevated in a semi sphere, about 10 
cm across, so you can cup your hand around it as you turn 
on the light.

Gathering around the mesmerizing fl ames of a fi re, July 2010.   [p1]Design sketch   [p1]
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22 °C 24 °C 24.5 °C 25.5 °C 26 °C 27 °C 28 °C 29 °C 30 °C 32 °C 33 °C 34 °C 35 °C 36 °C 38 °C 40 °C

22 °C

Stressed

25 °C

Fear

26 °C

Nervous

28 °C

Normal

29 °C

Relaxed

30 °C

Calm

32 °C

Cool

33 °C

Lovable

34 °C

Romance

35 °C

Passion

36 °C

Very happy

27 °C

Mixed 
emotions

Testing   [p1] Testing   [p1] Two liquid crystal fi lled mood rings have been used in this experiment.   [p1]Mood Ring 
instructions   [p1]

The Color-Temperature-Mood connection
When opening the instruction for my mood rings, I found it quite 
odd that the same colors appear on diff erent parts of the mood 
scale, but after having tested them at diff erent temperatures I 
realized that this is because the liquid crystal inside goes through 
its color spectrum twice between 23°C and 38°C. Outside those 
temperatures, the ring stays black (at least up to 75°C and down to 
5°C).  

Normal hand temperature seems to fall between 24°C and 36°C, and 
it is thus approximately those temperatures I will be working with.

As the liquid crystal of the rings is only an indicator of the expected 
mood at the specifi ed hand temperature, and not necessary a 
provider of a suitable color for that mood, I will not be using 
the colors of the ring in my luminaire. Instead, I will be cross-
referencing the mood at each temperature, indicated by the ring, 
with a color suitable for it. The results of this can be seen on the 
next spread. 
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23 °C

23 °C

24 °C

24 °C

22 °C

22 °C

RED
(at 22.5 °C)

BLUE
for relaxation

Stressed

25 °C

25 °C

Fear

26 °C

26 °C

ORANGE
(at 26 °C)

GREEN
for peace of mind

Nervous

28 °C

28 °C

Normal

29 °C

29 °C

YELLOW
(at 29.5 °C)

YELLOW
(at 29.5 °C)

YELLOW
for happiness

Relaxed

30 °C

30 °C

GREEN
(at 33 °C)

ORANGE
for inspiration

Calm

31 °C

31 °C

32 °C

32 °C

Cool

33 °C

33 °C

Lovable

34 °C

34 °C

RED
for romance

Romance

35 °C

35 °C

PINK
for passion

Passion

37 °C

37 °C

36 °C

36 °C

BLUE
(at 36.5 °C)

PURPLE
for mystery

Very happy

27 °C

27 °C

Mixed 
emotions

Idea 1 - Light Colors according to color psychology, 
to suit mood (above gradient) or to endorse positive change.

Idea 2 - Light Colors according to our perception of warm and cold colors,
to provide heat when one is cold, and cool when one is hot.
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23 °C 24 °C22 °C

BLUE
for relaxation

Stressed

25 °C

Fear

26 °C

GREEN
for peace of mind

Nervous

28 °C

Normal

29 °C

YELLOW
for happiness

Relaxed

30 °C

ORANGE
for inspiration

Calm

31 °C 32 °C

Cool

33 °C

Lovable

34 °C

RED
for romance

Romance

35 °C

PINK
for passion

Passion

37 °C36 °C

PURPLE
for mystery

Very happy

27 °C

Mixed 
emotions

Incorporation of white light

The luminaire will not do everything Diff erent moods of the luminaire   [p1]

The lower gradient shows a possible variation of not only the color, but also the chromaticity of the light.  In this way a more neutral light, with only a 
slight yellow tint for cosiness, can be used for “normal” moods, while stronger colors are exhibited to calm or enhance more extreme feelings.

A question that I expect to get sooner or later is whether I plan on have an alternate program for the luminaire, where one can chose any color 
manually. The answer is, a very defi nite, no. 

Sure one can argue that it is more practical that the user can chose a color when they prefer to do so, but in that case they can by any of the thousands 
of rgb modules already available today. 

The important part of my luminaire is that it reacts to the user, not by choice, but in its own way. Just like you can not fully control the fl ames of a fi re, 
the light here has its own will. If you want to fool it into showing a desired color you will have to learn its system and fi gure out a way to control it, just 
like you plan how you arrange the wood in a fi re to get it burning in the desired shape and size. 

[p1]
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Constructing the Mood Luminaire 

Testing materials in an early prototype   [p1]

If there is anything I have learned from this 
project it is that even the simpliest seeming 
things can turn around and become big issues, 
and deciding to use a lot of diff erent parts and 
materials amplifi es this eff ect. Who knew that 
most aluminium sheets have a delivery time of 
8 weeks? Or that there are sooo many diff erent 
types of nuts? Or that forgetting to put a tiny 
piece of tejp onto a curcuit card would make 
an essential component burn - but not until 
three days later, at 10pm the evening before 
my presentation?

The journey has at times been very interesting,  
at others just frustrationg, but I have deffi  nitely 
obtained a new view of what needs to be 
considered when drawing a design.

A few of the parts used   [p1]

The aluminium refl ector before bending  [p1] One of three LED modules fastend in place   [p1] The Arduino board   [p1]

Luminaire description for Form Magazine
After our exhibiton a Etage 1 [pg. 47], I was asked a few questions about my luminaire by Julie at the magazine “Form”. Answering them led to some 
quite interesting reasoning, thus I have decided to include the questions and answers below.

“Hi Katja, 

(...) My reading was blue! How does it work? What is your opinion of the role of the designer in terms of eff ecting emotion or interpreting it? Would 
love to hear your ideas.”

“Hi Julie,

As we will aff ect people’s emotions with any design we do, whether intentionally or by chance, I believe that it is something we always need to 
consider. This is especially true for lighting, as we know today that it has wide consequences on how we feel and act, both psychologically and 
physiologically. Still, we currently know very little of what those consequences are.  

I believe that not every object, or luminaire, should have the aim to change how we feel, but to be able to create lights that do not, we fi rst need 
to understand the ones that do. One striking example is how we do not have one kind of white light any more, but many that are slightly tinted in 
diff erent colors. Since 2002 we know that the amount of blue light present is vital for our circadian rhythm, but there is no unanimous opinion about 
other light colors.

For the Mood luminaire, I have chosen to work with colors as they are used in color psychology, where blue and green are considered calming while red 
is activating. The user’s mood is measured through hand temperature, as this is one of the more reliable forms of biofeedback known today. Once the 
measurement has been made, the Mood luminaire sets itself to a color appropriate for the detected mood, to enhance happy and passionate feelings or 
calm when one is stressed.

The system is based on that the general person has a hand temperature of 28 degrees Celsius in a neutral state of mind, this will rise as we get happy 
and excited. When we get nervous or stressed on the other hand, although we will often feel warm, our hand temperature tends to lower.
A feature I would like to incorporate in further testing is a correction factor depending on room temperature, as that also aff ects how warm ones hands 
will be. Further, it would be interesting to adjust the luminaire specifi cally for diff erent people, as not everyone will have an average hand temperature 
of exactly 28 degrees.

When the luminaire shines in blue it has detected a stressed mood, so it chooses a calming color as well as lowers its pulsing intensity to favor 
relaxation.”
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Strategy and Plan

The Mood Luminaire changes color depending on the skin temperature of the user, 

somewhat like a mood ring, but with colors appropriate for the specific mood. 

Thus, it is a type of bio feedback device, an object that makes one become aware of 

various physiological states, with a goal of being able to manipulate them at will. The 

luminaire also aids the manipulating processes by creating an atmosphere appropriate 

for the current mood. To suit, or to endorse positive change. 

SWOT analysis 

The main strengths of the product are that it reacts to the user in an unique way, and 

can also be played with by setting off the temperature sensor with different objects. 

One weakness of the product is that color psychology is not scientifically 

accepted in the wider market. By referring to mood rings, that are often 

considered to be interesting also be people who fully disregard their ability to 

measure a person’s mood, in the promotion of the product a market beyond “the 

true believers” can be reached.   

Light is being more and more accepted as an important element, not only in how 

we perceive a space, but also in how we feel. As research in how we are affected 

by different light progresses, the market for mood altering light devises is likely 

to increase. 

A possible threat to the luminaire is that it is a big design product that, although 

serving a purpose, needs enough space within a room in order to melt into the 

environment. While this is desirable for the prototype to draw attention, if it 

would show out that it is too big for many possible costumers’ homes, a more 

compact version could be developed.

Entrepreneurship

As the luminaries is quite a complex system of integrated elements, the 

production will be outsourced to a luminarie producer that has the resources to 

work with different elements and put together the entire construction.

With an Arduino system built into the luminaire, the programming could be 

updated as new research within lighting psychology becomes available. This 

creates an opportunity to offer upgrades to previously bought luminaires, 

serving as another source of income as well as reassuring the costumers that 

they will be able to have the best psychology lighting available even as time 

passes. 

When further similar types of luminaires might be developed, the overall goal is 

to be that of providing lighting adaptive to human emotions. 

Client relations

While there are a lot of color changing luminaries for private homes on the 

market today, there are not many that do much else than either change color by 

the push of a button or cycle through the spectrum colors at a predefined speed.  

The Mood luminaire adds another dimension to mood lighting, providing 

biofeedback and giving one the option of playing with it by setting tricking the 

temperature sensor. Like the flame of a fire, one never knows exactly what will 

happen. And as the slightest change in temperature will provide different 

results, the luminaire seems to almost have a will of its own. 

The pioneer costumers are expected to be people seeking effective tools for 

biofeedback, as well at those wanting to try out the latest technology. Those will 

soon be followed by early adopters in the form of design interested people 

looking for something unique to put in their home. As more research in color 

psychology is made over the next few years, the luminaire is expected to start 

appealing to a vaster majority as well. 

Business model
The first sets of luminaires will be produced on demand, with the client paying 

in advance after being shown a prototype. The luminaire will then be put 

together by the partner company, and delivered to the client as specified. The 

prototype will be available to loan for events and interior demonstrations, for 

promotion. The aim is to sell one hundred units a month during the first 12-

month period. 

As the luminaire shows up at more places, and creates a wider interest, a stock 

will be built up for sales in the retail market.

When new research within color psychology becomes available, the program of 

the luminaire will be constantly updated according to the new findings. Those 

updates will follow along with newly sold luminaires, and be acquirable for 

previous costumers. 

Finances
The first luminaires will be produced at the cost of 1500 sek a piece, and sold at 

the price of 8000 sek a piece. As they will have been payed for up front, no 

investment needs to be made to produce them. 

The initial costs will include marketing and color psychology research, they will 

be covered by the profits of the luminaires sold early on. 

After a year, there will be sufficient money in the company to cover production 

and storage costs of a stock of luminaires. As they will now be produced in 

bigger series, the production costs will decrease. 
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The ALD luminaires 2012   [p12] Exhibition at Etage 1
I really liked our exhibition, as everyone had worked with so diff erent things.

I fi nd the “Tears of Sorrow” luminaire and the “Plan C” one really beautiful with their 
subtle lightplay within the diff erent materials.

Swinnergy was interesting to see, as the girls have worked with Arduino, like me, and 
also have a project that has just as much to do with the changing of the light depending 
on what humans do, as with the design itself.

It was nice to see how wool can be used in luminaires, while it is far from the fi rst 
material I would associate with putting around lamps. With Wool Lilly, Helen was even 
talking about that it can be used as a sound absorbent, helping to the noise levels down 
in restaurants.

The Ro130 is a new take on a roadside luminaire, where its long direction is positioned 
in line with the road, instead of across it as in most road lighting today. It was 
interesting to hear Anders and Stefan talk about what benefi ts this kind of placement 
can provide.

In Tabojaa, Janna, Amy, and Alex, worked with creating an OLED construction, and Play 
Me was Birgittas attempt at creating motion-run luminaires for woman in rural Kenya. 
Both of those projects were interesting due to their innovative ideas. Me at the exhibition   [p1]

A few diff erent colors of the Mood luminaire   [p1]
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The End
- After references and a fi nal thought

The Mood Luminaire with Maria Tsychkova    [p1] 
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[p1]  Photograph/Diagram by author 
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[p6]  From pdf of Matti Klinells lecture, 28/3 - 2012
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[p14]  Photographs by Gregory Farkas
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Sources of information  

Most of the content in this book is based on lectures and seminars at the Lighting Laboratory, KTH, during March through June 2012, lecture notes 
from those, and my own experiences. Additional sources of informations are stated below in no particular order.

Where it does draw from specifi c conversations and occurrences, this has been stated within the text, the rest are thoughts and understandings that 
have become clear to me during a longer period of time. 

[1] Dictionary.com

[2] Wikipedia

[3] Usman Haque
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We can not create luminaires that do not alter human emotions, before we understand the ones that do.   [p14]
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